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By KEN BRYANT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Construction of the almost -forgotten $4.5 million College Union
building might have an outside
chance of beginning sometime
around the middle of May if
nothing goes wrong.
Union director Roger Rodzen
speculated Wednesday on the
approximate ground -breaking date
in a progress report to Student
Council. He told council members
"this time Ian almost sure" constr uction would begin soon, and the
Union would be completed by the
fall of next year.
Finished working drawings, corn-

Student Cuts Arm,
Tourniquet Applied;
Rushed to Hospital
Sirens wailed, revolving red
lights flashed and tires screeched
yesterday afternoon as members
of the California Highway Patrol,
the San Jose Police Department
and art ambulance crew descended
on the SIC campus.
A student riot? No.
Lee William Potts, sophomore
political science major enrolled in
the Tutorials program severely
lacerated his arm as he Was -trying
to open a window in the Tutorial
Center.
Potts’ classmates reacted cooly
to the "blood ’n guts" affair,
applying a tourniquet before the
city and state officials arrived,
and bringing an otherwise chaotic
incident under control.
The 19-year-old sophomore was
taken by ambulance to Kaiser Hospital, where he received treatment
for a severed artery.
Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, head
of the Tutorials Center, reported
at deadline yesterday that Potts
was back at the Tutorials Center
In good condition "wise-cracking"
to his somewhat pale-looking classmates.

Belcrfonfe Stars
In ’Friday Flick’
"The World, The Flesh, and the
Devil" is the title of this week’s
"Friday Flick," to be shown in
JC141 at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. The
film is sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega, national service fraternity.
The movie concerns three people
who find themselves presumably
the last people on earth after an
atomic holocaust. Featured in the
movie are Harry Belafante, Inger
Stevens and Mel Ferrer.

plete with exact building specifications, are now in the hands of
federal and state approval agencies, according to Rodzen. The
architectural plans, submitted by
Ernest J. Kump Associates of Palo
Alto, must pass standards set by
the federal Housing and Home
Finance Agency and the state college Chancellor’s Office,
APPROVAL SOON
The current time schedule, Rodzen said, calls for final approval of
the plans within 30 days. The
agencies can, however, take up to
90 days, he added.
Upon receipt of approval, advertising for bids on the actual construction will begin. Bid process-

lng Is expected to take another 30
days,
Rodzen said work on the structure would take 15 to 18 months
and, barring another delay in
ground-breaking, the crews would
finish in the fall of next year.
"I’ve got my fingers crossed,"
he said, "If I have to change that
completion date sign on the construction site again, I’ll run out of
paint."
The sign in question has been
changed twice. At first, the union
was to be finished in 1966: then
1967. The sign now promises a
1968 completion date.
Delay in the project, Rodzen
said, was caused by contractual
disputes between the architect and
the Chancellor’s office. The plans

now under scrutiny represent the
last stage before construction, he
said.
LARGE BUILDING
Blueprints for the College Union
include a three-level building of
more than 140,000 square feet.
Financing of the project comes
from gifts, self-assessed student
fees (now at $6 per semester) and
a $3.24 million loan from the federal government.
The space will be used for lounge
areas, areas for meeting and dining, recreation rooms, a bookstore,
and faculties for art exhibits.
A fourth floor with a 450 seat
theater, meeting rooms and crafts
facilities is planned if merited by
student patronage, Rodzen said.

Communists in Ghetto,
Watts Resident Charges
By SI’E HARRIGER
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
"Watts has got more Communists than figs grow on trees,"
said John Antowine, Negro leader
of Destiny in Los Angeles, as he
revealed his insights into the "realities" of today’s Watts.
During a special Interview with
ghetto resident Antowine, Mrs.
Patty Newman, author of "Pass
the Poverty, Please," and Negro
Robert Kelly, junior business administration major and master of
ceremonies for the "Dilemma"
forum, this reporter heard candid
views about what is really going
on in the Negro community.
DISCONTENT CREATED
"Communist is an everyday
word in Watts the Communist
Party has made strong attempts
to create discontent and ferment
for revolution," said Mrs. Newman. Negroes in not only the Los
Angeles community, but in other
underprivileged areas across the
nation have been exploited by the
very people who say they want to
help the poor, according to Mrs.
Newman.
"It was like Watts today," said
Antowine when he spoke of the
audience ’response to Destiny, his
non-violent program for constructive community action. "They were
loud, outspoken and unwilling to
listen to reasonit was out and
out rabble," he said.
CITES RESPONSES
Kelly cited an example of similar responses of Negro students at
Fremont High School In Los Angeles "who were unwilling to listen
to anything except their idea of
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Photo by Bill Bayley
FIFTEEN VIETNAMESE students arrived on campus Wednesday
to attend regularly scheduled classes through August, 1967. Each
student will share living facilities with an American student in
the male residence halls until the end of this semester.

city parks in the area are adequate recreational facilities and
that the solution would be to
bring in jobs by utilizing industry
in and around the area. But when
the word "job" was mentioned the
people protested especially the
Young Men for Total Democracy,
according to Antowlne.

MRS. PATTY NEWMAN
. . . voices views
Black Power." Kelly agreed with
Antowine that the Negro population must hear the "moderate"
views in order to help themselves.
The major problem in Watts is
the educational process and job opportunity, according to Antowine.
"Dr. Brookin’s idea of recreation
as a cure-all in Watts is baloney,"
he said.
Antowine believes that the five

The fact that the new community center is being deeded to
Dr. Brookin’s church constitutes
"political maneuvering," according
to Mrs. Newman. Kelly charged
that the center is "being used as
collateral for Dr. Brookins to build
his church." He believes that Dr.
Brookins is hiding behind the statement ’When a man gives you a
million dollars you don’t ask questions’ because the minister sees
’a little money for himself’ in the
project.
"The counseling set-up is the
biggest problem because if the student refuses to study they will
suggest wood shop," according to
Kelly, instead of guiding him to
the virtues of other studies. Kelly
thinks that the educational system should be "toughened" to enable the Negro student to change
his attitude and realize that he can
succeed by his own efforts and
abilities.

NSA Membership Out
Due to CIA Troubles
Student council shied away
Wednesday from the over-exposed
National Student Association
(NSA).
Following a thumb’s down recommendation on a consideration to
place SJS in the controversial
group, council members chose to
halt further inquiry until NSA’s
problems are resolved. The negative report was presented by
graduate representative Phil Whitten, member of the External Policy Committee.
NSA is the organization recently
implicated in an under-the-table
financing arrangement with the
Central Intelligence Agency. The
disclosure, initiated last month by
the left-wing Ramparts magazine,
received publicity throughout the
nation and aroused critics at all
levels of government.
As a result of the disclosure,
President Johnson ordered the CIA
to stop providing funds to NSA.
The cut, reportedly, means the
group will lose about 80 per cent
of its operating budget,
Whitten told council he favored
joining NSA before he learned of
its involvement with the CIA. He
said the intent of the report at
the beginning, was to point out
the tangible benefits of NSA and
compare them to the benefits de-

Photo by Fred Rosenberg
EDDY EMANUEL (left), playing the part of
Goldberg, and Gary Bothum (center) as McCann
try to brainwash Stanley, played by Tracy
Thornell, during the first act of "The Birthday Party." Stanley has left their organization
and gone to a seaside spa in England. Goldberg

and McCann show up and stage a birthday
party for him while trying to convince him to
participate in their underworld activities again.
Curtain time for the play tonight is 8:15 in
the College Theatre.

Waiting Game

Budget Uncertainty Stalemates
State College Fiscal Planning
By JIM WILLS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
As SJS breathes easier to the
tune of "No Tuition," another
problem looms apparent: "What to
do until the budget is passed?"
This view was reflected yesterday by SJS political science professor, Dr. Theodore Norton, president of the local chapter of the
American Association of University
Professors (AAUP).
While it is apparent that no immediate tuition will be charged
State College students, the State
Colleges can do little financially
until a definite State College budget is passed by the legislature.
Norton, who long ago predicted
a budgetary compromise, conceded
that the worst is past, but contended, "The matter isn’t settled
yet."
COOPERATION NEEDED
The political science professor
emphasized that the legislature
will need to co-operate with the
State Colleges en the budgetary
matter in the near future.
"The most important thing now
is to get a commitment from the
governor," Norton stated.
Dr. Norton stressed that meaningful State College budget planning on any level would be impossible until the colleges have a
definite amount with which to
work.
Academic Vice-President Dr. Hobert Burns noted yesterday that
matters hadn’t really changed with
Reagan’s withdrawal of his tuition
proposal. He emphasized that no
definite plans could be made until
a budgetary commitment was
attained from the governor.

worse off than before."
He contended that nationallypublicized budget squabble will definitely harm the faculty recruitment program at SJS.
"It will make hiring outstanding faculty members more difficult,
and make their futures in the
State Colleges seem less promising," Norton stated.
"The budget fuss will set SJS
back educationally several years,"
he said.
Of the value of the student-faculty demonstrations in Sacramen-

to, the conservative professor
stated, "I don’t think they did any
harm."
"It would be difficult for Governor Reagan to face a booing
group of demonstrators and not
feel SOIlle pressure," he said.
Throughout the interview, Dr.
Norton stressed the importance
of subtle pressure in the governor
and the legislature in the future.
"The worst is past, but we will
still have to take sustained action
to keep the pressure on," he commented.

Top Financial Experts
On Campus Tomorrow
The leading financial experts
in the Bay Area will be on campus
tomorrow to participate in a daylong seminar, sponsored by the
Society for the Advancement of
Management.
The program begins at 9 a.m. in
E132.
The seminar will define, identify,
and discuss the effects of the current "tight money" situation on
specific industries.
There is no charge for students
except $1.75 for a noon luncheon
at which Prof. Jack Holland, chairman of the department of management, will speak.
"Presidents from three or four
of the largest corporations in the
Bay Area will be there," Holland
explained.
Students can sign up today at
Prof. Holland’s office, LC313, or
register tomorrow morning at 9 in
E132.
Dr. Milburn D. Wright, dean of

the School of Business, will start
the program at 9:15 in E132 with
welcome and opening remarks.
Next will be several talks, interrupted by two coffee breaks and
the noon luncheon. The program
will close with a panel discussion
at 3 p.m.
Participants in the day’s activities include:
David Andrews, vice president,
manager, West Coast Research,
San Francisco; Leland Prussia,
vice president, Portfolio Administration, Bank of America, San
Francisco; Dr. Robert A. Johnston, economist, Research Department, Federal Reserve Bank, San
Francisco; Clifford W. Swenson,
president, Swenson Construction
Co., San Jose; Douglas Johnson,
manager, Finance, Nuclear Energy
Division, General Electric Corp.,
San Jose; William B. Ross, president, Security Savings and Loan,
San Jose.

OUTCOME UNCERTAIN
While Norton noted that "the
worst will not happen," he inrived from the Association of Stu- dicated that "we (SJS) will be
dent Governments (ASG), the lucky if we come out of this no
group SJS belongs to now.
"Discounting the CIA trouble,
NSA advantages far outnumber
ASG’s," Whitten said. But the CIA
could not be ignored, he continued,
Vice President To Speak
because it had used students as
Dr. Hobert W. Burns, academic vice president, will speak today
"pawns" in an ideological battle.
NSA had destroyed its credibility
This year’s KNTV-Channel 11 ’ at a general meeting of the American Association of University
as a student voice, and compro- and San Jose Junior Chamber of Professors.
All faculty are welcome to the speech at 12:30 in Cafeteria A and
mised the student position, by ac- Commerce Auto Safety Check will
cepting CIA aid, he said.
be held tomorrow and Saturdays, B and a discussion to follow on professional ethics.
Councilman Dick Miner agreed March 11, and March 18 from 9
Forum To Discuss Poverty
with Whitten’s report, but pointed a.m. to 4 p.m. "Safety Is The Driout that NSA would probably be ver" is the theme of this checkup,
The Friday Forum will hold an open forum tonight at 8 p.m. In
reorganized soon and current dif- which will be held in the KNTV Cafeteria A and B.
ficulties should not prejudice fu- parking lot, 645 Park Ave., San
The forum, in step with this week’s "Dilemma of the American
ture decisions.
Jose.
City" conference, has planned an "informal discussion" of poverty
The Auto Safety Check is a pub- problems, according to Friday Forum chairman Paul Geiser.
The subject will more than likely
be dropped until next fall, accord- lic service to alert drivers of any
ASB To Hold Interviews
ing to ASB vice president Vie malfunctions of their vehicles. All
Lee. The council chairman said he vehicle owners who participate will
for two positions as ASB senior representative will
Interviews
would not consider NSA member- receive a Safety Is The Driver de- be held Monday and Tuesday from 2:30 to 5 p.m. in the College Union,
ship as long as the group retains cal and a free safety flare. There according to Peter Walls, ASB public relations officer.
any overtones of secret CIA in- will be free hot dogs and cokes
Students are asked to sign up in the Union for interview times.
for everyone.
volvement.
Senior status is the only qualification; no prior experience is
Each person who has his autoTurning to ASG, Lee said he
necessary.
thought many schools would drop mobile checked will ids() be eligitheir membership in NSA and join ble for the Safety IS The Driver
Co-Rec Offers Activities
the relatively new national organi- Sweepstakes, a three-day, all-exWeekend Co-Rec invites all students to come and relax in the
penes paid trip to Las Vegas. Other
zation.
As for SJS, Lee said, "NSA has prizes will be given away and spe- swimming pool or work off extra energy playing badminton, volleyball,
lost a lot of funds. Now we’ve got cial prizes awarded to persons tin- basketball or ping pong, according to John Gulos, director.
Both the Men’s and Women’s Gyms are open from 12:30 to 4:30
to decide which organization really der 21 who are not eligible for the
Saturday for the weekend activities, There is no charge.
Las Vegas trip.
will have the best programs."

KNTV Schedules
Auto Safety Checic
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Notable Quotes
Correspondent for the Manchester (.uardian,
Nlanchenter, England, in an rclusise intersun with Dr. Clark Kerr, reiently disinhoied
president of the 1 nivrrsity of California at
Berkeley:
Dr. Clark Kerr, who was recently dismissed
as president of the University of California,
Ls widely regarded as the first casualty in a
new battle between conservative and liberals
in the state. In an exclusive interview, I asked
him whether he saw any parallel between the
situation now and that when Senator McCarthy was at the height of his influence.
He replied:
"There is a difference, McCarthyism was
the result of a single man. This new thrust
from the Right Is a grass roots developmen’t.
The same pressure for ideological purity existed during the McCarthy era, but now it is
broader-based.
"Mr. Ronald Reagan, California’s new conservative governor, had become a sort of
spiritual leader of the resurgent Right, but
he was not its chief architect. Rather, he had
been seized upon by the Republican kingmakers who had been unable to find an attractive candidate since former governor, Earl
Warren, left to become the United States
Chief Justice," Dr. Kerr said.
"There is no question that now we will
see a heavier hand on student political activity
and more questioning of faculty political
views."
The big question, he concluded, is how to
build a free and distinguished university compatible with a political environment marked
by diversity, and whether the Board of Regents could be a fully effective buffer between
the university as it should be and the pressures
and prejudices of politics.
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Guest Editorial

Negro Soldier Desolate
-Rest at pale erening a tall,
slim tree
Night coming tenderly
Hack like me.’,
(Words by Langston Hughes from "Dream Variations.")

"Vietnam. That’s your war. That’s
your kind of war. America is mine."
!low familiar and desolate a ring
these words hate. but how adequately
they express the sentiments of thousands of men refusing the "call to
arms" in defense of their precious
America and freedom.
It is the black response of the black
man, and perhaps rightly so.
They are free. They don’t deny it,
but do you?
Freedom permits the indit idual to
pursue rights, but the Negro must be
content to have rights without true
freedom. til would agree that the Negro possesses the rights of citizenship,
asylum and security. You nor I deny
these principles. hut if one cannot exercise these rights. is this not more
effective than denying their existence?
Without detailed identification you
will recognize this situation and place:
.Visualize a bigoted town, the gleam
of distorted faces pulsing %% hit hatred
and yielding to no one. This is the
anger of a segregated town, the port
of debarkation for many troops bound
for Vietnam.
Picture signs and placards with
"Colored" and "White" boldly printed
on them as reminders of a prevailing
difference reminders that he is
adroitly restricted. These are the last
thoughts that a soldier carries with
him from the America he is going to
protect with his life.
Now, perceit e the target, the unfortunate recipient of this madness, a
discredited human being. The Negro
soldier.
Would you die for this, or should I
say, could you? W ith a war such as
this raging "on the home front," what
would be your "patriotic response?"
Yet, look at the thousands who have
answered the call and departed for
Vietnam from such similar farewells
unheralded and the thousands
more who have returned. the American
flag cot en Hg and protecting them.
This is true. It does exist. But. out
of naked necessity, a man, a Negro
man fights side by side. doing his share
of the stork, bearing his part of a
whole man’s responsibility with a
blond -haired, blue-eyed equal.
"Vietnam. That’s our war. Yours
and mine. That’s our kind of war."
Certainly strides have been made
great ones with
regard to the

conditions under which the Negro soldier is placed to prepare for war. Perhaps this is an old tune with a slightly
newer, more modern melody, but don’t
tell me you’ve heard too much on this
subject. It’s as new and fresh on the
public scene as you, the public wants
it to be.
I’m simply attempting to stake up
those of you, however few. who hate
slipped unnoticed into a state of dormant passivity, that I
we all minorities, "enjoy" those advancements
and want to see many more.
Valerie Dickerson

Time for the next event

!"

Thrust and Parry

Advisory Concept and ’Dilemma’ Program Attacked
Shackelford Criticized
For ’Blunt Assumption’
Editor:
I would like to point out briefly one very
important assumption that Senior Representative Ken Shackelford made in his Guest
Room editorial in the the Daily March 1.
"’The people who advertise in the Daily
could care little about the slant of news so
long as the ads are printed and students continue to pick up copies of the paper," Shackelford bluntly assumes.
This is far from true. Look what happened
to the New Student’s advertisers when they
learned how the material that the New Student printed was slanted. They all pulled their
ads.
Thus one of Shackelford’s assumptions goes
down the tube.
Greg Caillat
A3906

Mexican-American Head
Blasts ’One-Sided Affair’
Editor:
As president of Student Initiative I have
no reservations in condemning Robert Kelley’s
lack of interest and foresight for the outrageous and humiliating one-sided affair which
he co-directed. Being a proud Mexican-American, J know and understand the problems
of the bilingual and bicultural ethnic minority.
I do not believe that Mr. Kelley, a Negro,
is aware of the difference in cultural backgrounds. As president of the only Mexican-
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American organization on campus, I was
not contacted in any way for suggestions and
participation in the planning of the "Dilemma
of the American Cities."
Al Espinoza
A7614

Minority Member Pleads
’Open Eyes to Forgotten’
Editor:
I believe that the time has come for California and all Americans to look at the problems of the minorities in California and other
southwestern states as they really are.
What about the forgotten minority in California the Mexican -American?
If you complacent, happy partof the establishment want to discuss the problems of minorities, let’s discuss the minority which has
the lowest annual income, lowest educational
attainment, suffers problems of job discrimination, housing and -- oh yes, education;
yet which is the largest minority in the southwest!
Your Ford Funds and other such endowments are well directed in aiding the Negro.
Now, why can’t you open your eyes to the
fact that there is a larger, less vociferous
and more needy minority that truly is the
forgotten minority.
A perfect example of the thinking that
permeates the actions of groups and others
sympathetic to minorities is the example of
the failure of the SJS-hosted program "Dilemma of the American City." What a farce!
There were six Negroes on the program, but
only one Mexican, no Filipinos, no Chinese,
no Japanese and no spokesman from the
American Indian community. What kind of
sham was this program? Only the Negro
point of view was given.
As an American I question this discrimination.
It. Charles Chavez
A 13M2

Writer Tags Commentary
’Emotionally Immature’
Editor:
Reading the eerie opinions of Sue Harriger
in her so-called commentary on the Kennedy
assassination is comparable to reading a commentary by Westbrook Pegler: neither shows
much intelligence behind it, only a shoddy
emotionalism of the worst reportorial type.
When she comments that "anyone who
isn’t suspicious should check everything," does
she mean we should all get suspicious and

Late Model

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Low, Low
Student Rates
FREE Giant 3x4 foot full-color
WORLD MAP with each
typewriter rental

Sunday Mass 5 p.m.

79 South 5th

"

295-1771

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
57 S. 4th

CY 4-1215

Drive-in Parking

It is hopeful that this emotionally immature
article, with its strange assumptions (14 witnesses have since died, people have been
threatened, et all will be followed by one of
your more perceptive writers who will present
us with substantiation of her opinions and
perhaps a support more adequate than Mark
Lane and Co., whom she apparently considers
the best source of material available.
When, indeed, will Sue Harriger search for
the truth anal cease the nonsensical foolishness
concerning the apparent inaccuracies of the
Warren Report and the other inconsistencies
which have made this incident one big question mark as yet unanswered? Perhaps she
will begin soon, and then write and tell us
about it after she does some homework.
Jame. Brescoll
A10362

agree with her stated opinion based on suspicion and fear?
When they do break the "Kennedy catastrophe" (good alliteration emotionally open, who
are all these people who won’t be able to run
away?
Why, in her limited thinking, can she not
grant to any one individual the ability to have
the intelligence to do what Lee Harvey
Oswald was accused of doing? (Even JFK, the
night before, considered the ease of his being
assassinated in a crowd.)
What would she like the Kennedy family to
do instead of keeping "so quiet" about the
situation? Continue the three-day production
between assassination and burial with a weekly television show in which each member of
the family comes out and recites the current
opinions and then answers hem? ’""

Staff Comment

ASB Reporter Notes Farce
In Committees, Interviews
By BRUCE ANDERSON

snakes a suggestion, everyone looks at him
with suspicion." This is Junior Representative Joins Graham’s opinion. I agree.
An example -- I was interviewed for a
committee in October. After being questioned for 20 1111/11lieS, I wilt told that I
would be notified by mail as to whether
or not 1 was selected. I still have received
no notification. Is it still pending?
Briefly, many of the committees and
interviews are farces. Most of the people
appointed to them have "ins" (as one
Greek PSC member informed me during
fall rush) ssith eiilier the ASH president sir
members of the PSC. Few persons are
appointed to committees who are completely unknown to council or the PSC
or haven’t had past experience in student
government.
Cantpaign thoughts such as "I want to
see all students involved in student government" may he well -intended. Yet,
somehow it always seems to end up as,
"All my friends and their friends are involved in ASH government."

Why don’t ASH committee interviews
get a bigger play in the Spartan Daily?
Jerry Spolter tour ASH president) wondered this aloud in the Student Council
meeting Wednesday.
Answer: Their news value is limited.
Or, most SJS students don’t give a damn
about the ASB or its committees. If they
do care about the ASB, they are quickly
discouraged. It takes only one interview
with the Pers (((( nel Selection Committee
(PSC) to aecompli,li this.
Don’t lake my so sirs) for it. Go to an
interview for a committee position.
"The screening that candidates for the
committees go through is much more
stringent than a council member must
go through to be on council," according
to ASB Vice President Vic Lee.
Even though selected by the PSC for
a committee, council frequently will not
approve your appointment. "There’s something wrong with this council. If someone
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Lady Barber

Clips Clients With Clas
Its JEF’r BRENT
Spartan Rally Staff Writer
"Hi, Cora, how is my favorite
barber doing today? Been busy
lately? Say, Cora, did I ever tell
you the one about the traveling
salesman who ..." Not too strange
a conversation for a barber shop
except that Cora happens to be
a lady barber.
Cora Gutierrez, owner and proprietor of Cora’s Barber Shop,
480 S. 10th St., is what many
of her SJS customers would call
a legend in her own time. In the
12 years she has been a practicing
lady barber in San Jose she has
amassed a following of satisfied
clients who have followed her to
three different locations.
"I have a very large variety
of customers who come to me for
haircuts. Many of the professors at
SJS have been with me for years,
and many of my former customers
who were students at SJS and who
are now professional people still
come back. What really flatters
me is that they are now bringing
their children to me for haircuts.
TRIM’S TRIO’
Her scissors also have CLIt the
locks of big name entertainers like
Alfred Hitchcock and the Kingston
Trio. "I used to give to give the
Kingston Trio haircuts when they
attended an 5.15 summer session
in the early 1960’s. Mrs. Hitchcock
came to me for a haircut when
someone on campus referred him
to my shop," she said.
A former resident of Stockton
and Denver, Colo., Cora came to
San Jose in 1955 and attended
barber college. Following graduation, she opened the first "Cora’s
Barber Shop" on Fourth Street
across from the SJS library. It
didn’t take long for the new barber
shop to gain prominence. "Being
so near the campus was a definite
factor for my success but I guess
that my being a lady barber drew
in a lot of customers who wanted
to see if the feminine hand could
cut locks any better than a man,"
commented Cora.
Cora said she first realized that
she had made good friends of her
customers when she moved to her
second location on San Fernando,
between Second and Third streets.
"I remember one of my customers,
a fraternity boy, saying, "This is
the only place in the world where
you can bring your girl and drink
beer while getting a haircut."
CUTS IN BERMUDAS
Cora, who cuts hair in bermuda
shorts (she has 36 pairs) and her
favorite sweatshirt, was the only
lady barber in San Jose for eight
years.
"I’ll never forget the opening of

my second shop on San Fernando
Street. We really had a grxxl time,
a live band from the college and
all the works. One of my boys told
his date that they were going out
that night and she got all dressed
up for a big time, only to find that

the gesture is returned by the
boys, their way of showing Cora
they consider her "one of the
boys."
Why did Cora become a barber?
She replies readily. "lye been cutting hair since I was 12 years old.

STARTS MONDAY!

Spartaguide
TODAY
Inter-Varsity Chrbalan Fellowship, 730 p.m. 423 South Seventh,
No. 4. Jim Berney, Northern California director of Inter-Varsity will
speak on "The Contemporary
Cross." There will be an executive
prayer fellowship at 5:30 p.m.
International Student Organization, 3:30 p.m., faculty cafeteria.
Open house for all students.
Jonah’s Wall Coffeehouse, 10
p.m., Tenth and San Carlos, basement of Campus Christian Center. Panel discussion on "Toward
A New Definition of Obscenity."
Spartan Hoed. 7:30-1 p.m.,
Women’s Gym. "Sports Nite" featuring events for all students.
Alpha Phl Omega, National Service Fraternity, 6:30 p.m., JC147.
Showing of Friday Flicks.

free lunch for Invnil xiv. Non-memSpartan Tri-C, Third and San
bers also welcome. For informa- Antonio, Ti-c Buikling. At 9:45
tion call Eddie Jung at 286-1654 there will be a -Devoted with
or Teresa Wong at 299-6233.
One Mind Seminar." At 5:45 p.m.,
a forum with music by the ChoSigma Nu Alpha, 2 p.m., HEL
raleers will be held.
Installation of officers and tea.
SJS Cycling Association, 9:50
Jonah’s Wail Coffeehouse, 7 p.m. a.m.. Lucky’s parking lot at Sevento 1 a.m., Tenth and San Carlos. th and Santa Clara. Bicycle ride to
Artists scheduled are the Green the Lone Hill Winery.
Mountain Boys; John Bell, folk
guitar; Bob Burt-ill and Jerry 310 ’S DS V
Drake, jazz.
I lumanists on Campus, 7:30 p.m.,
Society for Advancement of C11149. Plans for the resolution on
Management (.MAS
all day semi- Vietnam and abortion panel will
nar beginning at 9 a.m.. El. Stu- be made.
dents should sign up in LC 313.
Balkan Dance Club, 8:30 p.m.,
Optional student’s lunch is $1.75
and optional faculty lunch, $2.75. Wornen’s Gym 101.
San Jose Chess Club, 7:30 p.m..
Extenders: Agnew Volunteers,
12:30 p.m., Big Dipper. Classes ED413. Beginning of regular meetstart.
ings. New members welcome.

LINKS

The

1st Prize:
flight to
PSA.

1
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Rn,t,

by Ken J,-0,

WHO SAID that haircuts are all work and no play. SJS students
Brooke Roberts (seated) and Noreen Watts relax while SJS’
favorite lady barber Cora Gutierrez applies her professional
touch.
he had taken her to the grand
opening of my new shop. She was
so amazed that she wasn’t even
mad," laughed Cora.
Regarding today’s youth, Cora
thinks they’re the "greatest." "In
10 years of cutting SJS college
students’ hair, I haven’t had anyone give me trouble. I think the
boys feel at ease with me. They
know I will listen to them and
they don’t have any reservations
about telling me their troubles,"
she boasted.

It just sort of caught my fancy
and besides, it’s in the family. My
brother Sam is a barber in San
Francisco and my sister Marlene
was a beautician before she got
married.

CUSTOMERS WAIT
So good has Cora become with
the tools of her trade, a sharp
pair of scissors and an untiring
ear, that she often finds three and
four customers waiting for her professional attention. It’s not at
all uncommon to walk into Cora’s
shop and to hear SJS students discussing their trip to Mazatlan or
skiing at Lake Tahoe.
Cora often takes a customer to
her favorite Mexican restaurant
for a lavish feast. Occasionally,

Shots Available

..

"My 12 years of cutting hair for
SJS students has been an enjoyable experience and I plan to continue my barbering profession right
here next to the campus as long
as I can stand up"

Free immunizations for smallpox, diptheria-tetanus, typhoid,
para-typhoid and influenza are
available to full-time SJS students
every Tuesday from 9 a.m. to
12 noon and Friday from 1 to
4 p.m. in the Health Center, HB130,
Ninth and San Carlos streets. This
service will continue through May.

FRESNO

department. It features George
Bareos, senior drama major from
San Bruno; Steve Anderson, freshman English major from Orinda:
Jocelyn Smith, junior drama major
from Santa Monica; and Jana
Shelden, junior drama major from
San Jose.

’Round-trip
A tigellei. Its

’r.up
H
United Artist’s Theatre
Ticket..

S pan sored by

SPARTAN
DAILY
/MERE.

30 S. First
Downtown San Jose

San Jose’s Newest Night Spot
Four Blocks From Campus
Dance Contest, Sunday & Monday
Attractive Decor & Atmosphere

STATE COLLEGE

"OPERATION FAIR CHANCE"
A federally -financed project designed to improve educational opportunities for culturally disadvantaged children
and youth by providing prospective teachers a special
training program to equip them to work effectively with
such children and youth.

TEACHING INTERNSHIPS: 1967-68
STIPEND: $1800 and other benefits.

On Stage

QUALIFICATIONS:
a. An A.B. degree from an accredited college.
b. An interest in preparing for a teaching career.
c. An interest in working with culturally disadvantaged
children and youth.

e:bon Affand

PROGRAM:
a. Internship training (K-8 and Junior High).
b. Inter -disciplinary instruction program.
c. Standard teaching credential.
d. Team teaching.

Student Priced
Banquet Services
Available Daily

APPLY: DIRECTOR, "OPERATION FAIR CHANCE"
FRESNO STATE COLLEGE
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 93726

SEATTLE
TACOMA
PORTLAND

resent SJS.
Activities for the event include
a tour of the Oakland Air Route
Traffic Control Center at Fremont,
films on supersonic transportation,
and an evening banquet. A night
cruise over San Francisco Bay in
a PSA Boeing 727 will conclude
the session. PSA has donated the
services of the three engine jet
for the flight.
Interested SJS students may attend the event, according to Professor Robert Ring, CAEA northern section vice president. A fee
of $3.50 is requested to defray the
cost of the banquet.

’s!.

INTRODUCING
/
..._z

’Premature Burial’ To Air Tomorrow
Burial," a
’’flre Premature
dramatic adaptation of Edgar Allan Poe’s short story, "Ligetia,"
will be presented on "Perspective,"
tomorrow at 7:30 a.m. on KNTV,
Channel 11.
The teleplay is produced by the
radio -television area of the drama

all neus

cam pits

Rally Co dttee, 3:30 p.m., ColSparta Life, JC117. Sparta Life is
accepting applications for adver- SUNDAY
lege Union Council Chambers. DisChanning Club, 7:30 p.m., 75 cussion
tising models to appear in the
of high school rally day
Roundtable Dr., Apt. 7. A tape by which will be
spring issue today only.
held on May 13.
A.A.C.P.. 12:30 p.m., Cafeteria A psychologist Murray Banks will be
and B. Dr. Hobert W. Burns will played. For further information on
speak. All faculty welcome.
this club for religious liberals, call
Francine Miller at 293-5614 or
TOMORROW
Spartan (’hi. Spring picnic with Bader Kurlsi ;it 225-4264.

SJS To Host Air Day
The SJS Aeronautics Department will be host to the 15th
Annual Northern California Air
Youth Day festivities tomorrow,
from 1 to 8:30 p.m.
The event, sponsored by the
California Aerospace Education Association (CAEA) in cooperation
with the greater San Jose Chamber
of Commerce and the SJS Aeronautics Department, will honor an
outstanding student from one of
the 25 educational institutions in
Northern California.
William Nicholau, senior aeronautics major from Lincoln, California, has been chosen to rep-

SPARTAN DAILYII

SACRAMENTO
SAN FRANCISCO
OAKLAND

Call 292-2596
For Reservations

GREAT FALLS
HELENA
BUTTE
W YELLOWSTONE
IDAHO FALLS
POCATELLO
RENO

LOS ANGELES
LONG BEACH

MINNEAPOLIS
ST PAUL
RAPID CITY
CASPER

SALT LAKE
CITY

SIOUX FALLS

CHEYENNE
DENVER

LAS
VEGAS
PALM
SPRINGS
PHOENIX

SAN DIEGO

Now you can use your Western
Half -Fare Youth Card to all these cities including those in California

BUY OR RENT TO OWN
t

Moyer Music
We Have a Large Selection
of Guitars
SALES SPECIAL
Up to 40% Off
On Quality Name Guitars

We’ve pulled out all the stops on our Youth Fare rules. Now
you can use your card to anywhere we fly in California as well as to
any of our other destinations in the West.
you don’t already have one, the card costs three bucks. But
it’s worth it. Because you can save % the cost on regular Coach fares.
You save a little less than 50% where commuter flights (at special
lower-than-(’oach fares) arc in effect. Like between Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
But even there you save money. In fact, you save money whenever space is available at departure time.
So pick up your Western Airlines Youth Fare Card at any
Western ticket office or airport ticket counter. Or from any Travel
Agency. Or till out and mail the coupon.
As long as you’re between 12 through 21, you’re in. And on your
22nd birthday. remember the airline that did its best to be a good
guy during your youth.

II

Two Locations
84 E. San Frnando
298-5404

Creek Rd.
248-9858
5161 Stevens

WESTERN AIRLINES

C24

6060 Avion Drive, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009
1. Name

Date of Birth

PLEASE PR,NT

2. Home Address

MONTH

DAY

STATE

LITT

STREET

YEAR
ZIP

3. School or Occupation
4. School or Business Address

STREET

.Color of hair

5. Sex

STATE

CRY

ZIP

Color of eyes

Please send card to Home [’School/Business Address

: check one.

IMPORTANT, As proof of sac please provgle ONE of the followinv A) Birth Cartoficate Number and State of
Beth. 5) DrIver s lacense No. and Slate, C) Penick No. and State, D) Drift Card No, and State, it Student
Card No. and School (Do not rn.,, documents).
ULSC4PNON

Sign hers’

IIJVOER
Inclose 5) 00 personal check or Money Order ONLY.

STATE

..J

R S. Well honor any other airline’s youth fare card, too.
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Coach Hopes So

Swimmers Tackle Gauchos
Will
Basketballers
Go
Crazy?
To Close Dual Meet Season
\

It,

k’s.1111,
’hurts
1-tal

111.1r ,IL.

I I

Oil a yictotious note. SJS swirnmers challenge a revenge-mindedl
Santa Barbara club tomorrow in
the Gauchos’ pool.
Smarting from a lopsided defeat
It’’’tin’’’’ 111,11

111(’

CIGS

15c
10c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

10c

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24e

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

5c

Crest large size

tory, but it may be more difficult
to achieve than they expect.
"Santa Barbara is not as strong
was la:;t year because of the
graduation of Dick Roth, but it
will still be tough as it has good
team depth. Also, they have a good
breaststroker, two fine freestyle
swimmers, and strong relays,"
Coach Tom O’Neill said.
This is an important meet for
Spartans as it is the last test
owe next week’s NCAA College
a...ionals at San Ftancisco State.
wallowing this will be the NCAA
..’liege Finals at City of Corn’ice March 16-18.
Although the regionals are not
a qualifying meet for the finals,
they are still important as the
swimmers meet the type of tough
competition that will be at the
finals. Also, the coaches can get
an idea of how to place their swimmers in tthe relays and finals.
Top scorers for the Spartans
in past meets have been: Ted
Mathewson, backstroke; Steve Hobert:, 200 yard individual medley
and bullet fly; Steve Williams, ioo
and 2i II I yard free events; John

as it

Kokal, 50 yard free; Jack Likins,
100 and 200 yard free races; Ron
Coffman, 300 and 1000 yard free
and Ron Curlin, breast stroke.
The Spartans won the Western
Regionals last year, but finished
second to San Diego State in the
finals at Carbondale, Illinois,
Olympian Gary Ilman leads Long
Beach in the free events and relays, and has time computable to
the world’s best in his events.
Also, Bob Saari, brother of USC’s
Roy Saari, is competing for the
49ers in the flee events and relays.
It is doubtful that any eastern
teams are capable of challenging
the West Coast squads, so it appears that the winner of the Western Regional will be favored to
win the finals.
Gold Medal winners for the
Spartans last year were Curlin
in the 100 yard breasts!! oke and
the 800 yard free relay team. Curtin has been competing strictly in
the 200 yard breaststroke in recent
meets because the 100 isn’t swum
in most of the duals, but he will
Is’ defending his crown in both
the regionals and finals.

Battle UOP Tigers Tonight

By LEW ARNIISTEAD
Spartan Daily Sports Driter

points a contest isn’t the only
problem, however.
The Tigers have a strong guard
Normally mild-mannered basketin Dave Fox, who is hitting at a
ball Coach Dan Clines hopes that
16.7 clip. UOP also has senior forhis players turn into a bunch of

McConnell at the other forward
and Jim Meyer at center.
Meyer, the league’s sixth best in
field goal percentage, has done a
good job scoring since he has been

crazy men tonight when they play
host to strong University of Pacific.
Glines figures that his club will
have to "shoot like crazy" to beat
the WCAC leaders in the Civic
Auditorium game, which starts at
8 p.m.
Tomorrow evening the Sparts
travel to Moraga to battle the St.
Mary’s Gaels at 8 o’clock.
The Tigers, yet to be beaten in
soundly
10 conference games,
drubbed the Spartans in their first
meeting at Stockton, 107-60.
The Spirts, however, have been
playing good ball at home the last
two weeks, beating highly favored
Santa Barbara and the University
of San Francisco,

centage shooter from the floor, and
guards Bob South and Tim Hotman will also see action.
The Spartans will be happy to
see St. Mary’s again tomorrow
night, having taken their first
league win from the Moraga
based team.
The Gaels have also been improving as they captured their
first WCAC conquest last weekend against Loyola.
Paced by senior guard Dan
Sheridan and senior fonvarx1 Jerry
West, who are both averaging
over 12 points a game, the Gaels
are trying to make something of
the SeaS011 at this late date.

Frosh Hoopsters
Complete Season
With Two Battles

FIVE GRADUATE

BAYSHORE DRIVE IN
North First at Bayshore
Open: 6 p.m.

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

295-5959
Show: 6:30 p.m.

NOW PLAYING

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE I

MURDERER’S ROW

(;AT BALLOU

DEAN MARTIN
ANN -MARGARET

LEE MARVIN
JANE FONDA

Both Hirt in Color

MICHAELEAINE..

I

Tuneral inlIertin

Puritan Oil Co.

TECHNICOLOR

PANAVISION

I. I

6th & Keyes

e

A PARAMOUNT MUM
111\,.

& William
\

II

VI 11 l’:

315 SOI. III 1110,1
29370n7

10th & Taylor

-.I

13th & Julian

Another incentive for Clines’
gang is that tonight will be the
final home appearance for five seniors. Two of these players will
start, team scoring leader Steve
Schlink and guard Rick Carpenter.
Center Dee Denzer, two-year
starting guard John Keating and
front liner Bill Clegg are the
others.
"We will have to shoot like crazy
and do a respectable job on the
boards to win," Glines predicted.
"But not many teams have done
that this season."
Only three clubs have done it all
season in 23 tries at UOP mainly
due to the WCAC’s all-time scoring leader Keith Swagerty.
REBOUND PROBLEMS
"Our problem will be at the
basket," Glines said. "Swagerty
gets around 25 to 30 rebounds a
game, and we aren’t going to get
many second shots."
Swagerty, who is averaging 20

eivoinsicaormarlineleiLthe:

The freshmen basketball team
hopes to set a precedent for its
big brothers tonight at 6 o’clock
when it battles the University of
Pacific in the preliminary to the
varsity contest.
The freshmen, who having been
playing improved ball recently at
Civic Auditorium, will be without
coach Stan Morrison, who is on
a scouting mission. He will be replaced by able assistant Pete
Newell.
SJS was battered in the Stockton meeting between the two
clubs as former Tennyson High
star Don Miller scored 20 points.
The Spartahabes will probably
start 6-10 Coby Dietrick at center, capain Dave Malkin and Bud
LeFever at the forwards and Ray
Woodfin and Joel Salmi at guards.
Lee De Shong and Rich Peraldo
will also see action.
Tomorrow night the Sparts
ALWAYS READY
Sophomore guard Tim
Holman usually
travel to St. Mary’s in an effort
starts each game from the bench, but he has come through for
to garner their second win over
the Sparts whenever called upon this season.
the Gaels. At Civic SJS topped
St. Mary’s by one point, playing
ward Bob Krulish averaging in promoted to a starter. Tonight, without a number of the regular
double figures, 13.3.
however, he will receive his tough- starters.
Glines has to rely a great deal est assignment against Swagerty.
on his front liners tonight to
DL RAND STARTS
counteract the Tigers’ threat. In
Robin Durand will pair with
addition to Schlink, the team’s
Five of this season’s baseballers
scoring leader with a 17.7 overall Carpenter at the guards. Clegg,
average, Glines will start Don the WCAC’s ,:erond leading per- hit better than .250 for the varsity
- last year. Tony Hernandez topped
the list of returnees with a .321
batting mark. He was followed by
SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
shortstop Tom Brandi at .292, outVOLKSWAGEN. MERCEDES AND PORSCHE,
fielder Charlie Nave at .288, shortstop Carl Tognolini at .261 and
catcher Al Taylor at .256.

Hernandez Tops

GARAGE EUROPA

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

295-9082

-

1

DOUBLEHEADER WINS
More than half of SJS’ 12 basketball wins last season came in
the second game of doubleheaders.
All totaled, the Spartans played
and split nine doubleheaders, winning seven of the contests in their
serond rhanee.

HAPPENING

Home Show

We’re introducing the "IN
GROUP- . . . a furniture collec-

$1717 po

tion in step with today. See the
new look in furniture, rugs, lamps,

Our door’s always open for a test drive

$199
DOWN

The real test of a Volkswagen is driving one. It’s different
from other cars ... you see more of the road, thanks to our
sloping hood, and when you twist the steering wheel a little,
you can feel She front wheels turn a little, so you know the
car’s doing just what you told it to. (Doesn’t that sound
satisfying?) We can fell you that the VW parks shorter than
other cars, and maneuvers more easily, but we can’t tell
maybe
you how it feels to drive one. So fake the test

$4999
A MONTH

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGON
1560 N. First Street

San Jose

tables and accessories.

Fashion Show

Art Exhibit

See wild fun fashions from JO.
SEPH MAGNIN informally modeled from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. See
She lively young look for spring
featuring the "Now" look in fabrics and styles.

See a PREMIER SHOWING of OP ART,
POP ART and PSYCHEDELIC ART in a
collection of paintings by Robert Ishi
Iowa, gifted San Jose *Hist. Talk with
Mr. ’digger,a about his amazing technique. From 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Monday
Evening
March

th

)(It- iii’’ important at
hit

you can tell us

THE MOD LOOK
THE POP LOOK
THE WET LOOK
Is our guest for a FREE PEPSI"’
... while you see the unconventional in ART . . . FURNITURE
.. and FASHIONS designed for
the Pepsi-generation people.

p

rfs altos

E. SANTA CLARA at 21st STREET
CY4-5891
Ample Free Parking
behind our store.

286-8800
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Season Just Starting

Eight Tracksters in National Meet
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily sports Editor
The indoor track season will
come to an end tomorpow night in
Oakland. but the season is just
starting for the SJS varsity track
team said Coaches Bud Winter and
Tracy Walters.
Drawing a close on the indoor
season for SJS will be eight trackstersand two will be held out
of action because of injuries.
Leading SJS into the National
AAU championships tonight and
tomorrow in the Oakland Arena
will be undefeated and world record -holding mile relay team.
Paced by the anchorman Tommie Smith and the added talents
of Ken Shackelford, Bob Talmadge
and Lee Evans, SJS has raced to
six first places, including a 3:14.1
world record.
Ed Johnson will be high jumping in only his second indoor meet
this season, but believes he is
ready for the stiff competition offered by John Thomas, Otis Burrell and John Rambo.
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TWO IN TRIPLE JUMP
Winter will send two of his athletes in the triple jump, and either
are capable of bringing back top
honors.
Dwight Tucker, who has been a
member of the SJS squad for only
three weeks, made his appearance
well-known last week when he
broke the SJS Interclass triple
jump record. Tucker, a transfer
from City College of San Francisco, leaped 49-7. Teammate Bill
Fowler, also entered for the Oak-

ommilmumminiumnimmum
? I
ntramurals

BASKETBALL
Two high -scoring contests featured Wednesday’s play In the Intramural Basketball League. The
Bending Moments, led by three
19-plus scoring performances,
downed the Mojo Men, 92-56. The
Lechers also had three top scorers
lead them to an 88-48 trouncing of
the Leapin’ Lizards.
Rich Rosenthal with 22, Bob
Kennedy’s 20. and Bruce Butler’s
19 counters led the Moments. Bill
Britiom sank 18 for the losers.
For the Lechers, Duke Williams
had 20, Paul Joiner 19, and John
Walling 17. Another top scorer was
Chris Neal!, who totaled 21 in a
losing cause as the Summerhill
Five beat the Fat Angels, 46-43.
Also, Virgil Pale led Grant Hall
over the Ball Hawks 76-31, with
26 points.
The Violets lead all leagues with
the best won-lost mark. The "C"
league club has five wins without
a defeat. Teams with 4-0 marks
are the Vandals, B.B. Inc., Phi
Mu Chi, and Alpha Phi Omega.
Theta Chi, Sigma Nu, and Alpha
Tau Omega are tied for the leadership of the "H" league with identical 3-0 records.
Other scores were:
Awful -Awful 49, Me and Them
26; Laundrymen 39, Black Horde
29; Blue Sparks 42, Scanner Fidelis
41; Phi Mu Chi won by forfeit
over Blue Horde; Moulder No. 2
won by forcit over Chi Pi Sigma.
241-8343
MoonIrte Shopping Center

land meet. cleared 49 feet with a
jump of 49-2.
The final SJS entrant is Ralph
a promising freshman
GaMeZ,
from Berkeley. Gamez, a high

Among them is the Baltimore
off his personal best in a meet at
’ San Francisco recently, and is AC, termed by many as, "the
quickly approaching the best times smartest running learn in the country."
in the country.
Three of the members on the
Although the Southern Univer-

in any other races, concentrating
on the relay.
There is not an open 440-yard
dash for Tommy and Lee is surpassing the 660-yard run.
The Oakland arena record of
3:17.4, held by SJS, is expected to
fall with other entries as Texas
Western AC, 49er Track Club and
the Southern Calif. Striders.
Johnson will face the two top
high jumpers in the history of the
U.S. track. Thomas and Rambo
currently share the U.S. Indoor
standard of 7-3, (only one inch lower than the world indoor record/
and Burrell has leaped 7-1.
WILL MISS MEET

The always win-hungty SJS judo were Lew Solitske, Steve Spurting
team will be in Sacramento Sun- anti Darr Vogel.
.against the Indian,. the Spar day trying to add still more victory
with
romped to a 27-0
feathers to its already unpressh,
Ilamptc.n. SollIshe and vow.)
war bonnet.
,irding triumphs.
Up for grabs this time is the
Pacific AAU Championships, and
the Spartans will unle:Ash their
full arsenal in an attempt to deSTARTS MONDAY!
fend the title they won last year
In addition to the first line performers on this year’s
squad. Coach Yosh Uchida will
take top graduate black belts like
Howard Fish, Yuzo Koga, Norio
Arima, Jiin Pennington and Bill
Knabke to the championships.
Top andel graduate performers
ror the Spartans are expected to
be Bill Gouin, Susumu Kaiani,
John Kimura. Keith Pickard, Masa
Nakao, Anthony Pagan, and an
The ail ti,
impressive pair of recent transcant /015 rwiteNt.
fers, Gary Martin and Yugi Morya.
With the graduates competing,
11 1st Prize: Pound -trip
Uchida thinks his team has a good
flight to be. Angeh.,Ii
chance to bring more judo honors
PSA.
to SJS. The Spartan mentor rates
the Sacramento Judo Club, coached
5 Runner-up
by former SJS star Ben Campbell
United Artist’s Theatre
as the most likely team to cause
Tickets.
the Spartans concern.

LINKS

Two members of the Spartan
team will not see action, and a
third is still doubtful.
Bob Griffin, who competes in
the hurdles and long jump, pulled
a muscle last week, and trainer
Lindsy McClean said yesterday,
Griffin may be ready for the meet.
but would not know until today.
Chris Papanicolaou and Rickey
Rogers are definitely out of the
competition, however.
in Oakland. Johnson, a veteran on the SJS
DID HE MAKE IT? Chances are the high Chris reinjured a tender thigh
club this year, has leaped seven feet and last
jumping Ed Johnson did clear the pole, and he
muscle last week, and Rogers is
will be tested to the fullest extent tomorrow
week jumped 6-10Y4 in the Interclass meet
Wednesday in Berkeley SJS
still recovering from an early seawhen he competes in the National AAU meet
heavyweight Keith Pickard defeatson injury.
Sponsored by
school champion last year, is en- sity mile -relay team will not at- club are front the Trinidad NaWinter said that Papanicolaou is ed the University of California
tered in the three-mile run, and Is tend the nationals, Winter main- tional team, and run as much coming along well in his treatment. heavyweight in the final match to
the only freshman in the U.S. en- tains the competition for his with their heads as their feet.
give the Spartans a 37-30 come
Baltimore started oith their
tered in the nationals.
speedsters is tremendous.
from behind victory over the
Many of the SJS eyes will be
"Three of the teams entered fastest man in a New York meet
Bears, and a sweep of a triangular
focused on Tom Dooley in the mile - have beaten Southern University against SU, and the race wasn’t
match which also included Stanwalk. Dooley clipped 13 seconds this year," he said.
even close.
for d.
Running the first 440-yards for
Other &TS winners ai_minst Cal
the Spartans will be Shackelford,
Who has beaten former UCLA
sprint star Bob Frey in the first
leg of the relay.
Butch Krikorian’s racketeers
Bob Talmadge is slated to run play their second and third dual
second, but a leg injury still may matches this weekend, hoping to
keep him out of action.
discover just how good they are.
Attempting to achieve the gym- nets and Bears met earlier this
This afternoon the Sparts enter,READY TO GO’
nastic upset of the year in North- I year. California won with 181, but
tain Cal Poly of San Luis Obispo
the runnerup was close behind at
ern California, SJS’ thin, hut tal"8th said he is ready to go," at 3 o’clock and Saturday return
177.
Winter said, "hut we will make to the south campus courts against
anted strongmen entertain rugged
7.75x 15 tube-type
SJS "mighty mite," Tony Cellblackwall plus
Sacramento State tomorrow eve-1 ’iota. will have a chance to avenge sure he is ready before we clear the University of California at
$1.55 federal
Irvine at 11 a.m.
fling at 7:30 in Spartan Gym, The an earlier loss to Pleau in the him for the race."
excise tax and
Evans and Smith are termed in
Greg Shepherd will handle the
old tire
all-around
tabulations,
when
the
Spartans are at Chico State this
"great shape" by their coach, and number-one singles duty in both
two athletes meet Saturday. Tony
evening for a dual match.
BRAND-NEW GOODYEAR
showed
last
week
in
the
matches.
Krikorian
will
also
go
InterALL-WEATHER TIIE ONLY
Led by Steve Pleau and Dave outscored Picini in the San Jose
class they are ready for action.
with Gordon Miller, Steve Parsons,
LOW-PRICED TIRE WITH
Nieman, Sacramento will be at- Invitational, hut the Hornet strongLee
and
Tommie
will
not
run
Mike
Price,
Steve
Jones
and
EXTRA-MILEAGE TUFSYN RUBBER
tempting to close their successful man topped Tony at the San FranAND EXTRA-STRONG
dual season with a win over the cisco Invitational.
S -T NYLON CORD
Both have scored 52 points in
Spartans. The Hornets are considered to he the number two the all-around last week and are
club in Northern California behind in top shape.

Tennis Coach
Seeks Answer

Talented, But Thin Gymnasts
Meet Sacramento State

SPARTAN
DAILY

GOODYEAR NYLON IMES
AT LOW,LOW PRICES!
95

California.
The Bears, have been the only
team to beat Sacramento and this
was done with an execeplionally
high score. There have only been
two teams to score higher than
170 points this season in California
and this happened when the Hor-

Other performers for Coach Clair
Jennett’s Spartans will be Burt
Miller, Mike Fjelstad, Steve Brazis,
Kirk Kirkman, Pete Jacobs, and
Gene Sineich. Fjelstad will compete in the all-around along with
Coppola, who will compete in six
events.

*Gives you extra traction, rain
or shine!
*Fits compacts, medium-size
and big cars!
*Greatest value in low-priced
tiresanywhere!
*Turnpike proved for
high-speed roads!

quistte
StyPing!
FINEST CRAFTSMANSHIP!
UNSURPASSED VALUE!
Cheese Iron, on imports
of odronfed owlet
moo superb one we haw oft, otternblogn
(wet in, IW et Wee you
#.g.8169

CINEMA 150

. $119
II 50 A WOK

..i,.
PICK YOUR SIZE 117 THESE LOW PALMS

SPECIAL OFFER
Every Tuesday and Thursday night, between 5 p.m. and I I p.m.

Your Cholce of I45
Yellow or White Gold

El Comno Real and kiely Blvd
Soroo Clara

Henry’s Reg. Hamburger 2 for 25c

STARTS TODAY
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
"CHALLENGES US AS WE
ARE RARELY CHALLENGED
IN MOVIES...A POWERFUL
EMOTIONAL IMPACTAIMI
--- "EXCELLENT’ ...
OSKAR WERNER, JULIE
CHRISTIE BOTH MAGNIFICENT
...DON’T MISS THIS ONEI"

Win-Hungry Judoists
In Pacific AAU Meet

Reg. $199

100% pure beefU.S. Gov’t. inspected! Topped with

.. $139
$150 A WOK

mounds of fresh grilled onions, a crisp pickle on a golden brown bun.
Henry’s also has thirst -quenching soft drinks for every
taste. Choose from the cool refreshment of Dr. Pepper,

True Magazine

Pepsi, orange, or root beer. The ideal way to accomRig. 8449
$299
13

pany your Hamburgers at Henry’s.

Wt.

BLACK WALLS OR WHITEWALLS!,
Glee Tubeless

aleckwills

Whitewalls*

6.50 x 13
7.75x 14
8.25 x 14
7.75 x 15

$11.99

13.99

12.99

14.99

14.99

16.99

12.99

14.99

Fed. Ex. Tax

$1.56
$1.88
$2.09
$1.91

*Plus tax and old tire

EASY TERMS!
FREE MOUNTING!
"NO LIMIT" GUARANTEE!
GOODYEAR NATIONWIDE "NO LIMIT’. GUARANTEE
No limit on months No net on miles No lent as to roads No
limit as to speed For the entire life of the tread al All New Goody,s,
Auto Tires are guaranteed against defects in workman,hip and nto’,
and normal road hazards, except repairable puncturt s Attic
.
used on trucks are excluded from the road hazard portion cf
antee If a Goodyear tire fails under this guarantee, any of root, , ’no
80.000 Goodyear dealers in the United States and Canada will make
allowance on a new tire ’a -rd on oileinel tread depth roma fling end
Goodyear’s printed ..Err
rorront at tho sac of adjust.
merit, not on the hhp,
’
ir
Price".

ciunknoted
Kay Jewelers sells only poalityselected
diamonds gueranteed a MOAK, in writing.
Ins $549 .

Julie Oskar
Christie Werner
7ahrenheit
451"
TECHNICOLOR*
MOVIIMMItlITMORMPAGCtei A 8sasSianda.1

Sun., Wed, Matinees
Cumin tttttt s from I p01,
Weekdays Open 630 p.m.
Sal,

GO

. $309
KA A WOK

Downtown

Allee Deane

65 S. Plret St.
292-4910

5291 PROSPECT RD.

Valley Pair Shopping Citater
248,3040
Mon. thru Fri. Nights until 930

Sunnyvale
Open

GOOD 11.741C1
/11C SAFETY-M1NDLD COMPANY

d,prop,n 1,1
ON, Mon.. Thu,. & Fri. Nights uroil 9

Open

GO

199 S. Murphy St.

239.0591
Thurs. & Fri. Nighhs unil

515 S. 10th at William
295-1510

Dnily 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. to 5 p
Sun. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m

WEST SAN JOSE

5,1f. 8 a.rn. In 5 p.m.

Ph. 253-4230

Ph. 296-4360

DOWNTOWN

9

Ph. 216-3060
Da,ly 8 a i’

to S 10

p.m.

Sat. 8 a,. 40 5 p.m

:nv

Play
Band To Play ’Toe-Tapping’ Music PTintner
rremier
is to
Hall. Adin
’’The hand will be at its peak
during this concert," says its
director Di. Vernon Read, assist professor of tm,sii. 11!.

brass
and perewsimi playing will Ishe SJS Symdemonst rated I
ph ire,. Ban!) n Tiiasilay and
.1

For a Wail of a Time
Come to

JONAH’S WAIL
!’.’!xte the unusual happens
every Ti.tursday. Friday, and
Saturday niglit, 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.:
Folk Grot.ps
Jazz Combos
Dramatic productions
Speakers

Classical entertainment
Exhibits
Poetry Readings

JC!’slAH’S WAIL
!0th & San Carlos
Across from Men’s Dorms

Auo’ilions and Information
Call 298-0204

For

AnallistaTACill121161222

SCENES

,
’es....1!Sst-a7C’estutsr

iontrlAeallea

Wite.

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

WE’RE AWARD HAPPY*
522 S. Bascom
COINIIEIMIA BURBANK San Jose 295-7238
Er.CLUSiVE ENGAGEMENT-10th WEEK
"Best Actress" NY Film Critics
* LYNN REDGRAVE .
Best Comisdy Actress Golden Globe Awards and . . .
NOW NOMINAIED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS ... BEST
Actress, Song, Cinematography and Best Supporting
Actor ... James Mason.

4
I.

Tiss is Geolay,.
teammate’s roarnmate.

C;.-oi yy 5
(corat,:.te.

...

spirit of the mu’ ii’ engagiiv;
to any audience."
English band music, most of
which is based on folk tunes,
comprises the fiist half of the
1111:grilM. The selections guide
the listener on a -musical tour"
throagh England in ell her
moods; from the toe-tapping simplicity and gaiety of traditional
peasant folk songs to dignity
that is almma pompous,
DI It 1

%call !
!yrieal

( I SSE’S SONG

it: .1103’ of the preceding numbers.
The second half of the program is composed of American
band mueic of the 1950’s. In
contrast to the English selections. the Ametivan music offers
mom vat iet ol nuxxl and musical texture is less dignified, and
brings out the expansiveness of
sound that is unique to well
orchestrated wind band music.
Morton Gould’s "Sytnphony for
Band" will highlight the eve-

-!le (’en’s sang
.41X)Ut a "little
the first
! am to a close
tangly innocent and
ist to the pervading

SJS Professor
To Direct Concert
At Santa Clara
Ia
i Hpartment.
of the’e
will corsilio I ric Scinta Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra Friday
at 5:30 p.m. in Emil Buehser High
School auditorium, 3000 Boman
, St., Santa Clara. There is no
admission charge.
Bass-baritone Pietro Menci, ci
faculty* mention’ of the San Pram
else() Conservatory of Music, will
he guest soloist. Performers in
the orchestra include 10 SJS
faculty members, 21 graduates
svith degrees from SJS, and 13
i’Lit-tent students.
The orchestra will accompany
Minei in the aria "La Cabin- from Rossini’s "The Barf Seville, "Ella gianinali
- from Verdi’s "Don Cari!i mid "Carmine di MefistoIcle l’, Mussorgsky.
Orchestral pieces to he perare the Concerto Grosso
to a
("Alexander’s
Feast-) by Handel, and the Symphony No. 3 by el intemp:wary
immtaser Aaron Cii;:land.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

felatai

DIRECTOR VERNON READ

nina. It is one of the ntost taxing
of wind ensemble compositions,
requiring a solo passage from
each instrumentalist in the band.
SENTIMENT AND HUMOR

Ne crtholcss. the listener un,..,rsc,i in tO Toil complexity will
enjoy the ciimbinat ion of American sentiment and ext.overted
folk humor incorporated into this
cofliposit lilt), Wrii ten for the
U.S. Military Academy to cornmemcirale their 150111 Anniversary.
The entire convert, says Dr.
II, is an unpretentious, tradit:onal musical experience." It
offers a chance fox students unfamiliar with the wind ensemble
Ii) broaden their musical knowledge and have a "toe-tapping
good time" besides.
Other selections to he performed ar(,: "’Toccata Marziale"
by Vaughn Williams; "Music for
a Festival" by Jacob; "Suite in
F" by Hoist: "Pageant" by Persichetti and "Chorale and Alleluia" by Hanson.
Only during the twentieth century have original compositions
Inn written for the wind band.
-The medium, like the dichestra," says Dr. Read, "is developing music of lasting value."

TAHITI

Sit

e()R6Y GiRk

Travels to Wales’
For National Festival

Prof

Tonight,8:15
"The Birthday Party," an Alfred Hitchcock kind sat
will premiere in the College
Theatre tonight at 8:13. Tickets
are still available tor this evening’s performance and all others.
The SJS- Drama Department’s
production will be repeated tomorrow and Wednesday, March
8 through Saturday, March 11.
Tickets are on sale at the College Theatre Box Office. They
are 75 cents for students and
$1.50 for general admission.
"In this play, a birthday party
Is the center of a violent conflict of wills and the means by
which a human being is first
fragmented, then demolished and
finally reoriented," explains Dr.
Ilurh Nelson, the director.
Dr. Kenneth R. Dorst, assoelide professor of drama, will be
in charge of lighting and .1, Wendell Johnson, professor of drama,
has designed the setting. Bet.neice Prisk, also professor of
drama, is the costume designer.
In producing the play, Dr.
Nelson and the student. cast
members explored the chatacters in great depth, but it is
left to the audience to discover
the playwright’s message.
The audience is urged to concentrate on the scenes when the
characters are silent and in
hiding, for it is in their silence
and in evasion that the characters reveal themselves the most.
"The Birthday Patty" is the
first full-length play of the contemporary British playwright
Harold Pinter, upon whom Dr.
Nelson did his Ph.D. research at
Carnegie. Tech. They am still in
personal contact.
The challenge of Pinter’s plays,
says Dr. Nelson, is that "all the
answers are not provided . . .
crucial facts about the characters are left out, and the actors
must fill in the missing link."

KSJS Transmits
Dilemma Speech
Controversial ex-CORE direc-

tor, James Farmer, will be
heard on KCJS-FM, 90.7 me, tonight at 8 when the station
broadcasts his speech given last
Monday night in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The ’Speech, which will he
heard in its entirety, was the
major address of the week long
"Dilemma of the American.City"
series held on campus.
"This rebroadcast will give
students who were unable to attend the forum an opportunity
to hear Farmer, and give those
who did attend a chance to
study and concentrate on his
comments," said KSJS station
manager, Bob Myers.

By PAT TOt1ri.1.41
Spartan Bally Statt M riser
Thousands of Welsh exiles.
including SJS Professor of Music Dr. Violet Thomas, were welcomed back to Wales last fall
when they attended the national

Eisteddfod, an ancient Welsh
competitive folk festival.
Most of the festival visitors
inwere of Welsh ancestors’
cluding Dr. Thomas. whose father was born the’s’e. and were
surprised to learn that they
are considered exiles by the people of Wales, Perhaps the na-

tives think that no one in his
right mind would ever leave the
country voluntarily.
Dr. Thomas attended the Eisteddfod while on sabbatical
leave last semester. The folk
festival has been a part of Welsh
culture since the 6th Century.
and offers drama, dance, poetry
and folk music.
It is held in a wooden pavilion that can be moved to different parts of the country.
since, as Dr. Thomas points out,
"the Welsh people don’t have
much money and can’t travel
extensively, but they realize the
importance of expressing their
native creative talents."
INCENTIVE

festival," she explains,
"acts as an incentive for the
"The*

people to keep their culture
alive." Preservation of tradition
is an important part of the
Welshman’s Me.
The ancient Welsh language,
which is not the official language
of the country, is still understood and spoken by most of
the people, although mastery of
English is a requirement in the
schools. A 6th century poem in
Welsh was set to music by a
festival participant, and was understood by all the Welshmen in
the audience.
"The Welsh people have quite
a talent for vocal music, especially for choral harmonization," says Dr. Thomas. The male
choruses, composed mostly of
Welsh workmen, are outstanding. The Penillion is a favorite
song-form, unique to Wales, and
consists of a set melody played
on the harp against an improvised vocal cgaplennelotv,
Dr. Thomas also attended the

Dollar Band Plays
"The Dollar Band," a jazz musician group from South Africa
who has been on a world tour,
will perform at the Dinkelspiel
Auditorium at Stanford Sunday
at 2 p.m. Student tickets may
be purchased for $1.25 at the

door.

’’ AN PATFSIYNN 1;F1)C:RAVF

Haying at Two Theatres
A\V"
400 S 1st, San lose 294-5544
8,1
867-3026

hOYI

In English

! 1 subtitles

’115TALLY EXPLOSIVE!,.
UNBOWING
C.31,1PLETELY EXPLICIT!
TO C!NEMATIC CONVENTION!
Likely to be the most discussed film of
the year- or many a year! PP
GASTON HAS

p

Is

Night’
Games
G

SPECIAL!

south First

’ Dr. Nonrii
Cs -,’,1( mg..

To’

Though Wales is known for
Its fine vocal music, Bulgaria
walked away from this contest
with InriSt of the choral honors.
There were 107 choral groups
competing, and children comprised 26 of them. Also competing was a group from the U.S.,
Enthe American Folklore
semble.
The national Eisteddfods still
retain the ancient ceremony of
"chairing the hard"; the hard is
usually a local farmer who
writes poetry on the side. Since
the Port Talbot area, where the
festival was held, is a large
steel center, the bard was
crowned in stainless steel and
seated in a modern Danish chair.
The site for a festival is proclaimed a year and sane day in
advance. At this time the Gorsedd Circle, composed of stones
is laid down on the site and
serves to remind the inhabitants
of the coming events.
Dr. Thomas received her A.B.
from SJS in 1938 and has taught
here since 1945. She earned an
MA, in 1951 and an Ed.D. in
1959, both from Columbia University.
She also visited Paris during
her trip to study the impressionist piano music of French
composer Ravel.

On the Air
TELEVISION
KNTV-Ch. 11. today
8:25 a.m. Campus Report
S.IS News and Sports
RADIO
KSJS-FM, 90.7 Inc. today
5:00 .p.m...Sign-on.and Challenges

in Education
5:05
5:40
5:45
5:55
6:00
6:55
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:55
8:00
8:55
9:00

Study Music
Lockheed Digest
KSJS Sports Roundup
Newsline
Dinner Jazz
Spartan Spectrum
Issues: USA
European Review
Standard School Broadcast
Sportsline
Study Music

Spartan Focus
Sign -Off

Spectrum News with Jim
Corkrum
8:30 Sportsline with Gary Price

WITH ANY DINNER
Effective Fri., Sat., Sun., March it, 4, 5
Please present A.S.R. card.

NEW STEAK
YORK
Small Steak

Salad, bakeol
potato,
guilty lorcatl.

Salad, baked po...

!’)‘2,.05
$1.35

Another Weekend
Special
Hot Cakes

PORTRAITS
ENGAGEMENT
WEDDING
CHILDREN
FAMILY GROUP
GRADUATION
Taken

in your home

or our

modern studio.

Old photos and paintings
restored and copied.

Orange Juice, coffee or milk

HOWARD NELSON’S

292-6778 N. 13th to Gish Rd.
293-5005
-Hallucination Generation "Macabre

Student Discount Rotes

ekt

Yours or every UTA
"Discovery Tour" of the Pacific
"laoranawelcome," smiles your UTA French Airlines
hostess. And, caught in the spell of Tahiti before your air
cruise even begins, you are wined, dined and feted as only
French Polynesia knows how. Your DC-8 Fan Jet flight is
a preview of the Tahitifriendly, languorous, generous
that will be yours on any of these Pacific Tours.
I. TAHITI/BORA BORA/RAIATEA/MOOREA . . . 14
days. $603. Deluxe $698. Optional 8-day Hawaii extension,
$79. Prices include round-trip jet fare, West Coast gateways.
2. TWO WEEKS IN TAHITI AT CLUB MEDITERRANEE
. . . your own thatched bungalow, all meals, sea and land
sports, round-trip air fare from West Coast gateways.
A11$585.
3. SOUTH PACIFIC GRAND TOUR ... from 34 days. Fly
UTA’s Douglas DC-8 Fan Jets to Tahiti, New Zealand’s
North and South islands, Australia and the Great Barrier
Reef, Fiji, New Caledonia and Hawaii. A complete circuit
of the fabulous South Seas and "Down Under." From
$1495. (Air fare included.)

Ham, sausage or bacon and eggs

SAN JOSE

DI

BULGARIA TAKES HONORS

LARGE GLASS OF MILK FREE

(plena) print)

ADMITTANCE RESTRICTED TO
PERSONS OF AGE la MINIMUM

5 !.

"United Nations if song and
dance," which has heels held in
Wales annually for about 20
years. The majority of participants are from Europe. Canada
and the United States.
It is held in Llangollen, a
town of about 3.000 which managed to house over 20,000 competitors and guests during the
festival.

7:55

A MAN
ANd A WOMAN
22222".....112,M2INI’M21111111111111116.

International 1: isteddfii

KXRX: 1500 keg, today

1433 THE ALAMEDA
17th SMASH
297-3000
WEEK
* TWO GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS ... GEST DRAMATIC
ACTZESS and BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM ... and
L A....AA/ NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS ... BEST
Actress ANOUK AIMEE, BEST Foreign Film, BEST Story Screenplay, REST Direction ...
./HAT? YOU HAVEN’T SEEN "A MAN AND A WOMAN" ONCE?
.*+OULD YOJ BELIEVE ONE OF OUR PATRONS HAS SEEN IT 9 TIMES?
’,C,ME SEE WHY FOR YOURSELF! ! YOU TOO WILL BE A BELIEVER! !
tiRArl11 PRIZE WINNER 1966 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

NE

In)

FricInv March 3 1467

"Wad

Angels"

TRAVEL
ADVISORS
24 San Fernando,
San Jose
Phone 297-2121

ANGELO’S
72 E. Santa Clara

HS toeuaske
297-7184

163 Willow

298-5479

Aft
"MN

Friday. March 3, 1967
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C Seeks Coeds
For Miss San Jose
C Of

The franchise for

the

Miss

and time that go into that contest," commented Helene Speiser, one of the committee members last year.
However, the San Jose Chamber of Commerce has invited all
interested coeds to enter the
Miss San Jose Pageant, official
preliminary to the Miss California and Miss America Pageants.
The girl is sleected on beauty,
talent, personality and intellect.
The winner will receive a scholarship and a wardrobe.
Coeds are eligible if they are
attending San Jose State or are
registered in a local college, or
have been a resident of San Jose
for six months.
Entry blanks may be picked
up at the Activities Office or at
at the Chamber of Commerce
Office in the Civic Auditorium
Building on San Carlos Street.

San Jose State Peagant has been
returned to the San Jose Chamber of Commerce this year. Sigma

Nu

fraternity, who spon-

sored the contest last year, will
not be able to manage the contest due to a lack of time.
"Most students could never
imagine the amount of work

STARTS MONDAY!

LINKS

The all new
CO nipiss contest.
1st

Prize:

Bakmas
Flower Shop

Round-trip

flight to Los Angeles by
PSA.
5

Flowers,

Runner-up

Prizes:

Corsages

United Artist’s Theatre

and

’rickets.

Bouquets

Sponsored by

for special
occasions or

SPARTAN
DAILY

’just because.
10th & Santa Clara

292-0462

Asewatime.mwmweeemiesamommeeleasolemie.)
A.111.111ƒI

GREATEST OPEN MIXER DANCE
FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 9 p.m.
STE. CLAIRE HOTEL, SAN JOSE
BOB BERRY

ORCHESTRA

FOR

SINGLE YOUNG ADULTS

SJS

STUDENTS INVITED

Call 837-7901 for
rnernbe,ship card, $1.75,
and free dance schedules.

The Single, Social, Swinging Society

TONIGHT AND SATURDAY

The girtittlq Par4
PIN 1 1>

Also March 8 thru 11
Phone 294-1931
College Theatre
S1.50 General
SJSC Students 75c
A DRAMA DEPARTMENT PRODUCTION

THE WORLD AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

WIDE SELECTION

of

ATLASES

11

Sixtj-two girls pledged sororities at the end ot the spring
rush week, announced Dr. Cornelia A. Tomes, associate dean
of student activities and services.
The girls include:
ALPHA CHI OMEGA: Sherry Dawe, Diana Dorsey, Lanette
Ford, Sue Green, Nancy Johnson,
Donna
Jones,
Julianne
Paist. Kathy Wood.
ALPHA OMICRON PI: Nancy
Brabazon, Evette Coolures, Jamie Ersted, Vicky Hensley,
ALPHA PHI: Candice Brite,
LuAnn Brown, Shirley Espinoza,
Marsha Evans, Mary Hancock,
Susan Parker.
CHI OMEGA: Mary Barbour,
Diane Cuneo, Danielle Duygoti.
Linda Inman, Evelyn Insert-a,
Janet Napp, Leslie Plummer, Mi.
chele Sanchez, Claudia Terra,
Susan Woll.
DELTA GAMMA: Joy Catterlin, Candace Peters, Connie
Roth, Debbie Weinper.
DELTA ZETA: Diane Cassese,
Kathy Wickett.
GAMMA PHI BETA: Leslie
Frager, Kathy Guy, Prudence
Hall, Barbara Hansen, Connie
King, Robin Oram, Kendra Rogozen, Toshia Seeders, Kathy
Somersville, Pat Tangney, Eunice Wahlton.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA: Suzanne Dimmitt, MariEllen Hooper, Cheryl Oneto, Marjorie
Rolfe, Jeanne Rubick, Antonia
Thomas, Linda White.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA:
Debby Chayes, Debbie Cant,
Carolyn Henninger, Mary Kett man, Dianne Morris, Mary Kevin O’Leary, Jacqueline Peak,
Judy Webb.
SIGMA KAPP A:
Marian
Smith, Jolynn Yetka.

[ BEAU TIES
ENGAGEMENTS

The Fridity Pied Pipers Club

BY HA ROL’’,

Sororities Announce
Spring Affiliates;
62 Become Pledges

Gail Mintzer, junior music major from San Jose announces her
engagement to Jerry Jacobs, junior business administration major at Cal -State Hayward. Jacobs is from Alameda. No wedding date has been set. .
.
Linda Bergstrom, 1966 graduate in occupational therapy,
from San Francisco announces
her engagement to Clifton Cye!mow, senior industrial design
major from Livingston, California. Wedding is set for August,
1967.
Lynne Frelennuth, freshman
social science major from San
Francisco and member of Delta
Zeta sorority, announces her engagement to Frank Caution),
junior criminology major at the
University of San Francisco
Cambou, who is from San Francisco, will be entering the naval
reserve in June. No wedding date
has been set.
Mary C. isnege, freshman
business major from Fremont
and member of Delta Zeta, announces her engagement to
James P. Chamberlain, private in
the United States Army, also
from Fremont. The couple has
not set a wedding date.
PINNING
Lex Nli110111., junior English mamajor from San Francisco, and
member of Sigma Kappa, to
Dave Blewett, graduate economics major, and member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, from Redwood
City.

Coed Grease Monkeys
At Home Under Hood
By SUE HARRINGTON
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
"If you can talk to the mechanic intelligently, so that he
knows you know what you’re
talking about, you won’t get
rooked," stated Rode O’Day,
junior English major, now enrolled in IA70 Automotice Principles.
Miss O’Day, along with her
roommate Laura Strohl, junior
arts major, decided to enroll in
the course because of all the

mechanics class.

’399

Sales Profits Aid Dorms
Vending
machines
in
the
dorms doubly benefit dorm residents by providing midnight
snacks and by returning 50 percent of the profit to the dorms,
according to Housing Director
Robert Baron.
Funds derived from the vend-

International Week
Set for April
Costumes, native food and
beautiful girls will highlight International Week, April 24-29,
according to Miss Margaret Carter, Inter-Cultural Steering Cornmittee (ICSCI president.
This annual celebration is under the sponsorship of ICSC and
International Student Center.
Its purpose is to promote understanding and goodwill among the
students on campus.
Events for International Week
include cultural programs with
native dancing and costumes, and
an International Food Bazaar on
Friday, April 28, The International Ball will climax the week.
It will be held Friday. April
29 at the Starlite Inn. At that
time the International Queen
will be crowned.
Student and faculty tickets
will go on sale soon at the Student Affairs Business Office,
Building R., and at off-campus
locations, Miss Carter announced. Prices are $2.50 per
couple for advance stiles and $3
at the door. Tickets for general
public are $10 per couple.

ing machines are used for cultural and educational programs
for the dorms. Such programs
have included trips to Cannel,
the Monterey Peninsula and the
17-Mile Drive, and San Francisco’s Chinatown. An honor luncheon is also held each semester
for dorm residents who attained
a 3.0 GPA during the preceding
semester.
Possible future programs
planned by inter-Dorm Council,
according to IDC President
Judy Graham, include a theater
party to San Francisco at group
rates, an art exhibit, a seminar
with Vietnamese students living
in Allen Hall, and a "living experience" with 11 Nuns sponsored by Newman Center who
will be living in the dorms the
week after Easter.

ISO Offers Tickets
Free tickets to a concert tonight by pianist Andre Cluytens are available to all ISO
members, according to Kambiz
Goutam, president of the International Students Organzation (ISO).
Tickets to the concert may be
picked up at the ISO meeting
today at 3:30 p.m. in the faculty
lounge of the student cafeteria.
The concert will be held at the
Memorial Opera House in San
Francisco at 8:30 p.m.

Jet Round Trip
Chartered Flight
From Los Angeles
to London:
via 707 Jet

June 13 Sept. S

From San Jose
to London:
via 707 Jet

June 27.
Aug. 7

From Oakland
to Brussels
via 707 Jet ($444)

June 17Aug. 29

(for state college students, faculty and their immediate families)
Call or Write
Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 9 p.m.
Air and Land arrangements by:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First Street
297-8000
Not state college sponsored
or controlled

the
"DUKE OF YORK PUI3"
ONLY $3
Every Tuesday and Thursday night, Spring Semester 1967
8 p.m. until closing
OPEN: Noon to 2 a.m.

577 West Alma

JET EUROPE
’399
TAX INC

FROM

ROUND TRIP

Leave San Francisco
arrive London
via

leave

June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Return from
Europe to S.F.

13
14
15
17
20
21
27

return

Continental
TWA
AAL-lberia
World
AAL-lberia
AAL
Continental

Sept. 5
Aug. 31
Sept. 6
Aug. 29
Aug. 31
Sept. 5
Aug. 7

CALL PHIL WHITTEN
p.m.
297-5527 6after
342 S. I I th St., San Jose

Yes We Deliver!!
Delivery Menu
$1.95

BEEF PIZZA
PLAIN PIZZA (Extra Cheese)

IMPROVE YOUR STUDY

1.95

MILD SAUSAGE PIZZA

1.95

SALAMI PIZZA

1.95

PEPPERONI PIZZA

1.95

Mushrooms (cup)

.25

Spaghetti (With garlic bread)

.99

Salad (Tossed green)

.40

CokeSprite (1? oz.)

.20

12 inch pizzas only
history, geography. world politics

THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
IS WAITING FOR YOU

nthropology. English, and
current events.

Complete Wine and Beer Selection

figitstol

OPEN
Mon.-Thurs.

Small Steak

1.35

Steak Sandwich

N.Y. Steak

2.10

Jumbo Burger

1.25
.95

Slipper fresh
right out of our 250 mobile
oven, (’all for an economical "QUICKIE
CHICKIE" dinner tonight!
DINNER-4 big, plump pieces of fried chicken; delicious sers log of spaghetti and hot garlic bread
$1.55
CRATEThe party ph-userparked with 11
ready -to -cat pieces of goiden.fried chicken . .
isis nnt.tuniling
$1.99

9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.

9 o.m..5 p.m.

inc. tax

All the draft beer you can drink

geogra

oullinc

The girls believe that the most
important part of the course will
be the diagnosis and tuneup instruction. As Miss O’Day declared, "If you can decide what
is wrong with your car, you’ll
know what you have to do for
it. But more important, if you
learn how to take care of your
car, you’ll save money and your
car will last longer."
The girls have already put
some of their new knowledge to
use. On Washington’s Birthday
they were down at the beach.
When they returned to Miss
O’Day’s car, they found that the
car would not start. Being good
mechanics, they lifted the hood,
and studied the internal workings. Miss Strohl then discovered
that the distributor wires had
been pulled, and so she reconnected them.
Both of the girls believe that
they might have sat there
for hours if they had not already had a few labs in IA70.

BARGAIN NIGHTS at

and

and

Both of the girls bubble with
enthusbisin when bilking about

the course. They stress the practicality of the class, which will
enable them to use their knowledge throughout their lives. As
Miss Strohl reiterated, "It’s a
headache depending on someone
else. I could have one of my
friends help me fix the car, but
then I would feel obligated to
them. It’s much better if you can
fix it yourself."

ROSIE O’DAY, left, and Laura Stroh!, right, peer into a car’s
engine trying to remember what they learned in their auto

historical

geographic

money tis.
Ice paid in the last
few tnonths to have their cars
fixed,
As Miss Strohl said, "My car
is constantly in need of repair,
since it is so old, and if I can
fix it myself I will be saving a
good deal of money."
According to Miss O’Day,
"Millions of girls are susceptible
and believe whatever the mechanics tell them."

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

WE DELIVER
10th &

William Street

San Jose, California
Delhery Hours:
Sun. through Thurs., 4 p.m. to midnight
CH, and sat I p.m. to ? a.m.

295-3805
OPEN DAILY

AT NOON

Teaching Interviews

EAST

Teas:her
eandidatea
should
vIgn
up b
ediately in the
Placement Center, ADM234, for
II,.’ following inters Jews:

and WEST
EUROPE

Sind Valley Unified in SImI, VenSanta Maria City Elementary in
two county. Elementary and high Santa Maria, Santa Barbara counschool techers needed.
ty. Elementary teachers needed.
VIwilla Public Schools in ViTorrance Unified In Torrance,
salia. Tulare county. Elementary LOt4 Angeles county. Elementary,
and high school lechers needed.
Junior high and high school teachers needed.
THURSDAY, MARCH 9
Vallejo Unified in Vallejo. SoCampbell Union High School in
lano county. Elementary, junior
Campbell. Santa Clara county.
high and high school teachers
Capistrano Reach Unified in
needed.
Capistrano Beach, Orange county.
Elementary, junior high and high
school teachers needed.

MONDAY, MARCH ii
Itellflosser Unified in Relltiouer,
Los Angeles county. Elementary
and high school teachers needed.
Government of Guam Sehoolo in
Agana, Guam. Elementary and
high school teachers needed.
RaVCUiSWIMISI City Elementary in
Palo Alto, San Mateo county.
Elementary teachers needed.
Sunnyvale Elementary in SunnyWalnut Elementary in Walnut,
Student California Teachers AsLos Angeles county. Elementary vale, Santa Clara county. Elemen- sociation
is sponsoring a
tary teachers needed.
teachers needed.
tutoring program for elementary
FRIDAY, MARCH 10
and junior high schools. A meeting
TUESDAY, MARCH 7
North Orange County Junior
Al
Rock Elementary in San will be held for interested stuCollege in Fullerton, Orange Jose, Santa Clara county, Elemen- dents Monday, at 2:30 p.m. in

JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

TOUR: 75 Days

Tutoring Program

Inc.
’1,099 tan

(scrA)

England France Switzerland
Monaco
Italy
Austria Holland
Denmark
Finland
West
Sweden
East Germany
Germany
Y u901,i0 V ia
Poland
G111C
Soviet Union
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Holland and
Belgium:

county.
Glendale Unified in Glendale.
Los Angeles courtly. Elementary,
junior high and high school tearters needed.
Huntington Reach Inion High
School in Huntington it
h,
Orange county.
Whittier Union High School in
Whittier, Los Angeles county.

$1,498 From
West Coast
For Free Folders
end Information

CALL

WEDNESDAY, March
Fountain Valley in Huntington
Beach, Orange county. Elementary
teachers needed.
North Orange County Junior
College in Fullerton, Orange county.

297-8000
San Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St.. San Jose

tary teachers needed.

European Travel
Each summer a group of students take to their bikes and head
for Europe. Traveling all over
Europe and stopping at various
pre-planned stops, the American
Youth Hostelry program offers a
unique way of getting an education.
Pt ices are low. The SJS representative for AYH Bill Lordge,
Is offering a "peddle pumping tour"
of Europe for $325 complete. Information is available at 249-1377.

ED214.

Oriental Students
Plan ’Sports Hite’

Friday. March 1. 1167

f B-SPARTAN DAILY
I I

Spartan Orioeri, campus club to
promote understanding among On.
ental students. is sponsoring a
"Sports Mite" tonight, from 7:30
p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Women’s
Gym.
The public is invited to attend
the club’s first function of the
semester and find out other club
activities. Planned for this semester is the annual semi -formal
dinner dance, a booth for the
SJS International Day and a
"Steak -Bake" picnic outing.
Last semester Spartan Oriocci
alson sponsored a "Sports Nite"
for a membership drive, a bowling
tournament and a benefit dance
with pri:cer.ils going to the Red
Cross.

SPARTANA1dL T R - (1)
Tolman,v, it parr. Mexican Festival
Tacos; E.-militaries. Frijoles and festivities
50c or 6 pesos
Sunday March 5
9:45 Seminar-"Dev cited With One Mind"
Speaker: Barry Keiser
5:45 Forum-An evening of music
with the thoralerrs.

Advance Tickets 53-1n San Jose. Waltrip’s Music; Sunnyvale,
Suzy Cream Cheese; S.F., City Lights Book, Winterland, Crane
Box Office, Print Mint, Weed Patch. Sanford’s, Ben’s Discount
Records.

3rd and San Antonio

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS III
PROFS: PLAN a nice vacation. Resp.
coll, grad. will care for your home June
1 to Aug. 31. Call 867-0201.
TO WHOMEVER has stolen my boots,
poles and Head Masters: I hope you
break a leg! I Crystal Gamage.
SPARTAN SHIELD RUSH-If you have
a 2.5 overall GPA, between 15 & 59
units and want to serve while you learn,
rush Spartan Shields, sophomore men’s
honorary. Sign up now for an interview
at the College Union, 315 S. 9th St.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

girl wanted to share
2 GIRLS. Part time work afternoons and JUNIOR, SENIOR block from campus.
evenings in nursery school for room and house with 4 girls, 1
297-6287.
Call
mo.
$40
286-0883.
Phone
SJS.
to
Close
board.
1 MALE ROOMMATE needed. $40 a
GIRLS WANTED. 18-26. Models for pin- month. 5605. 10th *12. 292-4561. Your
up photos, some nude. Local commer- choice of 1 or 3 roommates.
cial studio. Hourly pay. BOX 5967, S.J. or
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, to share
356-2929.
2 bedroom apt. with 3 others. Village
Apts. 576 S. 5th, 287-1348.
HOUSING 151
CONTRACT FOR approved women
MEN, LARGE, cheerful rooms, single or housing, $35 off price. Room and board.
Call Marsha, 252-6027.
enPrivate
carpet.
double, wall to wall
trance. 406 S. I I th St.
MARRIED COUPLE. De luxe 2 bedroom.
elect, kitchen, drapes, pool, patio,
GALS ONLY, room & board, $75/mo. Rug,
pd. Unfurn. 431
Unapproved house; near campus. 565 S. water and garbage
297-6456.
Ilth,
S.
5th. Phone 297-9742.

DOUBLE APTS. Very clean with kitchen
’66 TR4-A, white with black top & inte- privileges. Reasonable, 666 S. 5th St.
rior. Fscellent condition. $2350. Call
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
297-8369. Jerry.
apt. with one girl. Near campus. Contact
’62 CORVA1R MONZA, 4 speed, bucket 286-6666 after 5 p.m.
seats, radio & heater. $800 or best offer.
TWO BEDROOM, furnished Apt. Two
Clyde Evans, 294-6019.
Blocks from SJS, Quiet. See at 545 S.
TRIUMPH motorcycle. 1963, 150 cc’s. 7th or cal 294-1188.
Excellent condition, $350. 286-1420.
’89 CHEV Bel Air 2 dr. Sedan V8. Overdrive, R/H. Excellerd condition. Rebuilt
engine. 961-6996 after 4. $495.

,

21 & MARRIED. Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.
EXQUISITE REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, etc. Done
at home of Miss Carey, 293-4700.

’58 RAMBLER SUPER, 6 cylinder, reclining seat, radio, heater, & smog. $200.
Call 293.5347.
’57 CHEVY, 4 door sedan. Dent.free
body, leather interior. Good condition:
but needs transimssion work. Would like
$100. Accept offers. 243.5212.

INCOME TAX: Let your problem become ours. Fed. & state returns. 378-3249
or 297.2347.

PORSCHE RIMS. excellent condition.
Great for improving VW appearance.
Call 295.2916 after 5 p.m.

SUPERB PROFESSIONAL typing IBM
Elect/Thesis, term papers, resumes, &
anything offset/You’ll be bless’d with
copy best./ But not for nix or kicks, but
for your green bricks./Rania-294-3536
-345 Commercial.

FOR SALE IV
MUST SELL 200 cm. Persenico Comb’.
Metal Skis, Tyrolie step-in heel release
bindings, Olympic Poles, $65. Koflach
Buckle Boots, 91/2M, $40. All used twice.
287-1887.

Lots of people do. Some right on your
campus. And for rationale, they point an
accusing finger at business and say it lacks
"social commitment."
Social commitment? We wish theycould
visit our Kearny, N. J. plant, where we
make cable and apparatus for your Bell
telephone company. But we have time for
other thoughts, other talents.
Like the situation in nearby Newark.
With civic and business leaders, we began buzzing with ideas. "Let’s teach higher
skills to some of the un-employed and
under-employed. Say, machine shop practice. They could qualify for jobs that are
going begging - and help themselves as
well."
We lent our tool-and-die shop, evenings. We found volunteer instructors. A
community group screened applicants.
Another supplied hand tools. The Boys

TV’s FOR RENT.

Special student rates.
$8 per month. 377-2935.

POST SLIDE rule 1460 L case, book.
Like new, $20. K&E drafting tools,
N1 106B Mach I set, good condition. Best
offer. 739-6431 after 5 p.m.

Club donated classroom facilities. Another
company sent more instructors.
Some 70 trainees enrolled. Their incentive? Self-improvement. Results to date?
New people at better jobs. Happier.
And this is only one of dozens of socialminded projects at Western Electric plants
across the country, where our first job is
making communications equipment for the
Bell System.
So, you don’t give up ideals when you
graduate. If anything, at a company like,
say, Western Electric, you add to them.
And it’s not just a theory. It’s practice.
Satisfying. Come on and find out. And
watch a feathered cliche fly out the window.

Western Electric

MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT Of THE BELL SYSTEM

TELL ME PAvV*ON, WHAT KIND OE AN A5SIGNM6N1’ WOULD
HAVE TO IV a" THAT WOULD ENC,OURAGE ‘OUT PROP THI5 COURSE fl

SCHWINN TOURIST 10-speed. 660 or
offer. 1 year old. Call Toed Hall. Paul
Luiz between 5 & 6 p.m.

HEAD STANDARDS & Kneissl Woods
skis. both 200 cm. & 2 years old. Also
trunk -type ski rack. Karen, 298-1953,
SONY 350 tape less than 5 hours old.
Plus 5 unused tapes. Cost over $200 first
$’55 takes it. 742 S. 11th St.

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

CREW MANAGERS. Part time. Hope
Chest Plan. Salary & commission. Apply:
1060 Willow, Room 3. 286-3193.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

NEED A CLEVER name for small poster
business. Will pay $25. Information:
297-9253, Dave.

n

MANAGER TRAINEE. To $550 salary.
Plus commission. Complete Company.
sponsored insurance sales and managerial course. New car furnished when
you qualify. 298-1265 for confidential interview.
FREE ROOM and board and small salary
in exchange for babysifting. Contact J.
Davis at extension 2057 or 377.8304.
I GIRL, pert time work morning in nurse.
ry school. Close to SJS. Phone 286.0883
after 7 p.m.

TYPING (FAST, accurate & eve.
rienced). Term papers, etc. Contact Kay
Stewart, 231 E. San Fernando, Apt, 7.
Daily 6-11 p.m.
BABYSITTING-EXPERIENCED care for
your child in my home. Have nice fenced
yard. Visit park. 286 2994.
TRANSPORTATION 191

CLASSIFIED RATES
lines
lines
lines
lines

One time .Three times Five times

1.50
2.00-7
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

PRIVATE AIRPLANE going to New York
Easter holidays & return, share expenses.
John, 297-1467 or 295-2217.
PIPER 235 going to Kansas City area
Easter. $100 round trip. $125 for two.
Dick, 479-1032, Santa Cruz.
’66 CESSNA SKYHAWK going to Santa
Barbara March 17. Need 3 riders to
share expenses. Bob Gates, 292-9348.

Add this
amount for
each addi.
tional line

HELP WANTED 141

DEPENDABLE GIRL to clean small apartment one morning every 3 weeks. Refer.
ences. 294.1378 after 6 p.m.

WANT TO STEP OUT ON YOUR HUSBAND? Join SJS DAMES - Married
women students and students’ wives.
March 6, 8 p.m.. Faculty Cafeteria,

RENT A TV. Free delivery, Free Service.
No contract, call Esche’s. 251-2598,
TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., ex.
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.

VW BUS, ’60, radio & heater. Good condition. Must sell. $550. 867-4654 after 6
p.m. or 465 S. 5th, Apt. B.

DIAMOND WEDDING set, white gold
New, has $350 life guarantee. 30 point
solitaire, $150. 294-9617.
STEREO-FISHER 70 weft amp. Mira’
cordchanger, Jensen speakers. 6-ft. walnut, book-shelf cabinet. $350. 246-0478.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 1 bed
room apartment. Prefer upper clessman
Call Carol, 287-6047 after 6 p.m. or 633
S. 8th St., *7.

SERVICES 181

A TANK! ’48 Dodge 4 dr. sedan. Good
tires. Good work car & living room! Has
’67 license. $40. Jeff, 293-5081.

"Business is for
the birds!"
Who says so?

ROOM FOR RENT with kitchen privileges. Male. 86 S. 12th. 298-7392,

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, COOKIE! Much
love. Freddie the Wolf.

’69 AUSTIN HEALY. Good condition.
Can finance. $795. 379-2404. Ask for
Larry.

Pe’

WANTED: MALE roommate to share
apartment with 3 others at the Royal
Lanai. $40 per month. Luxury living. 2577730.

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to
-apartment, furnished.
share with 3 others. Call 297-7398. Ask 3 LARGE ROOM
$115 month includes utilities. Girls or
for Karen. 576 S. 5th, Apt. 24.
9th.
Call 259-1547,
S.
595
couple.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed-April 1
-share large, 2 bedroom apt. with grad.
PERSONALS 171
student; quiet, homey, with pool. Call
297.0439, a.m, or after 8 p.m.
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
and
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. rings. Original jewelry in cast gold
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.
11th and Reed St. Phone 298.6972.
WOULD LIKE to rent garage for my car.
Nights only. Call 292-9502.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

WHITE CORVAIR Monza, ’61, excellent
condition. Best offer. Call Dee after.
noons at 294-2916, Room 206-13.

2 QUIET STUDENTS, private home 2
blocks SJS. Oriental, Indian food. KRA.
en privileges. Reasonable. 50 S. 2nd, #3.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for 1
nice bedroom apt. $45. Call SAS, days,
292-4044; Evenings, 378-3110.

to place

Print you ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Sinus
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

(1)

ID Announcements
Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)
Ill Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
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o

Name
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